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AN INTERACTION DESIGNER’S
SENSE OF QUALITY

3. Design ability comprises the ability to CREATE, the ability to ASSESS, and a host of other abilities/skills/knowledge.
To create is to generate ideas; to assess is to judge the merits of ideas.
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4. Today, I would like to focus on assessment. A design process contains a million assessments: How good is idea X?
What are its strengths? How does it compare with idea Y? Can we pick something up from idea Z?
It seems obvious that we can't do all of that empirically. Most ideas are assessed long before they exist in testable
form.
It seems obvious that assessment ability grows with experience. A more experienced designer makes better
predictions.
It seems obvious that assessment ability is related to genre. You wouldn't ask a game designer to critique your new
Internet bank sketches.
For a researcher, it is relevant to ask
- What is the ability to assess built upon?
- Can it be articulated and communicated beyond master/apprentics relationships, Schönian reflective practices?

5. My suggestion is that we try to start talking about what it should be like to use interactive products and services in
a particular genre. The concepts we form are called experiential qualities.

6. I am collecting and refining a small set of such qualities, and today I would like to look a little closer at two of
them: pliability and fluency.

»This might sound silly to some of you, but I can be just as happy
for a … simple scroll bar. It is pleasant when it doesn’t stutter,
perhaps offers a little resistance, and the lines are never split in half.

7. "This might sound silly to some of you, but I can be just as happy for a navigation, a movie player control, or a
simple scroll bar on a site. It is pleasant when it doesn't stutter, perhaps offers a little resistance, and the lines are
never split in half. I like it when I get to drag, move and almost feel the image, text or movie."
Tony Högqvist, "Rätt navigering är lycka", CAP&DESIGN 9, Nov 2007. Column on web marketing.
Talks about pliability without mentioning the word.

I like it when I get to drag, move and almost feel the image or text.«

8. Pliability comes from the genre of interactive visualizations. It refers to the user's sense of shaping a malleable
material in a tight loop of action and response.
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in a tight loop of action and response.

PLIABILITY IS HANDS-ON

9. Rosling talks on global health in 2006, using Trendalyzer. Note how he is compelled to put his hands literally into the
data. More generally, a pliable visualization encourages users to explore datasets, discover unexpected relationships
and find things serendipitously.

FROM LOW PLIABILITY…

10-13. A great example to examine the scale from less to more pliable is online maps from the Spring of 2006. From
eniro to Google Local to Google Earth to MTI demo.

…TO HIGHER PLIABILITY

MALLEABLE SURFACES

14-16. Other fields of interactive visualization: Sens-A-Patch for managing medium-sized datasets, tested back in 2001
as a website entrance, yielded equal task performance and far more captivating interaction.

14-16. Liquid Browsing (2006) was designed with careful attention to detailed interaction behavior (the bubbles
around the stylus), offering a more malleable material.

14-16. BumpTop (2006) uses a stylus as well and draws on strongly quasi-physical models to foster pliability.

PLIABILITY IN LARGE DATASETS

FLUENCY:
the sense of gracefully managing
multiple demands for attention and action.

17. Pliability might be even more important for large, unstructured datasets (where conventional search is not really
an option). PhotoSynth from Microsoft (2007) illustrates two important steps towards more pliable image banks:
Multiresolution images for extreme zooming and focus+context navigation, and photo stitching to create a space for
exploration (rather than an arbitrary gallery and an annotated list of jpeg files).

18. Moving on to the second example: Fluency concerns the genre of augmented spaces (Manovich, roughly equal to
ubicomp or pervasive computing from the user's point of view). It refers to the user's ability to manage multiple
demands for attention and action gracefully as she moves through the shifting configurations of material/virtual
spaces, objects, media streams of everyday life.
Fluency seems to comprise two major components: Fluency in relation to social norms and practices, and fluency in
relation to peripheralization (moving information from the center of attention to the corner of the eye, giving the user
more ownership over her own attention resources).
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19. Consider a typical cellphone. Its design is not sensitive to everyday social practices and it seems in fact to be an
anti-fluency example. When it rings, it disrupts whatever you were doing much like a three-months old baby waking
from a nap.
To simplify, the cellphone seems to live in a binary scale: Requires no attention, or demands all attention. But there
may be more points on that scale.
Quiet Calls, 2001, is an early attempt to find one of those midpoints. It turns out thatit can help people meet the
conflicting social demands of phone availability and civility versus participating in the meeting in an acceptable way.

20. An interaction design classic is the Marble Answering Machine. In relation to fluency, what is interesting about it is
that the phone call through its temporary marble embodiment can be made to fit into ordinary social coordination
practices.

21. The Palcom video recording station illustrates a similar attempt to fit with existing social practices through
conscious design of a physical form. It didn't work because it was too practical. Needs redesign.

FLUENCY AND PERIPHERALIZATION

22. So far, social norms and practices. The second half of the fluency concept is related to peripheralization, calm
computing, ambient devices. The first example is the Ambient Orb desk lamp (2003), showing how attention demands
can be moderated by shifting representation form. Now marketed as Stock Orb.
Weather Beacon is another product from same company -- presents weather info.

FLUENCY AND
PERIPHERALIZATION

23. This is a pretty well-known field -- most interaction design students in the last five years have done at least a few
projects on peripheral information presentation. I would like to continue with a couple of examples that can perhaps
broaden the conceivable space a little bit. Hazed Windows is a student project from 2001. It illustrates
peripheralization in the temporal dimension. A nice eye-opener: We tend to take for granted that digital
communication is persistent and planned. But the fading drawings fit beatifully with the way that children
communicate asynchronously with their grandparents, friends, etc. They tend to draw 30 pictures for each that in fact
gets sent.

FLUENCY AND
PERIPHERALIZATION

24. The third example is an artwork called Nothing Remains The Same by Peter Hagdahl (2004). There is huge
downsampling from "how the world feels at the moment" to an animation of the sky -- we might call it extreme data
fusion. The chosen visual expression has very strong pop-out qualities.

XQ DRAWS ON CRITICISM.
XQ WORKS FOR STUDIO TEACHING.
XQ ARE CONTRIBUTIONS TO A DISCOURSE.

25. To summarize: Do experiential qualities such as pliability and fluency capture anything important in the ability to
assess ideas in a certain interaction design genre?
I think they do.
They require a combination of articulation and carefully chosen examples, and in this way they resemble criticism as it
is practiced in other design disciplines.
In terms of application, I find that they work well in studio teaching. Putting experiential qualities into words and
examples is a way for me to capture elements of my design experience and putting them on the pedagogical discourse
table.
Some anecdotal experience suggests that experiential qualities can serve as direction indicators in early phases of
design processes.
They are not universals, but rather propositions in an ongoing discourse.

